Principal cells (type IV units) in the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) are uniquely sensitive to (are inhibited by) energy minima or notches in acoustic spectra, which provide cues to sound localization. The once accepted conceptual model of the DCN suggested that this sensitivity was shaped largely by inhibitory inputs from wideband inhibitors (WBIs), which received auditory nerve inputs over a wide frequency range and inhibited type IV units over a narrow frequency range. A computational model based on this wide-input narrow-output conceptual model was able to reproduce quantitatively type IV unit responses to notch-noise stimuli as a function of notch width. Recent physiological results have shown however that WBIs are unresponsive to notch-noise stimuli with wide notch widths and thus have narrower auditory nerve fiber input bandwidths than previously assumed. A computational model based on a narrow-input narrow-output model of the WBI was unable to account fully for the notch sensitivity of type IV units suggesting the need to add a new component to the DCN circuit. The goal of this study was to test whether making the output bandwidth of the WBIs wide while keeping their input bandwidth narrow could explain the responses of type IV units to notchnoise stimuli. Anatomical evidence supports this model configuration, and the results show that such a model can produce strong inhibition in type IV units for wide notches. The results thus suggest that WBIs, in narrow-input wide-output form, are sufficient to account for the notch sensitivity of DCN type IV units.
INTRODUCTION
The dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) is part of the first auditory structure in the brainstem. It receives input from the auditory nerve (Osen 1970; Ryugo and May 1993) and, in turn, projects to the inferior colliculus (Adams 1979; Osen 1972) . Physiological studies in cats have shown that the principal cells of the DCN are especially sensitive to notches in acoustic spectra Imig et al. 2000) , of the kind added to sounds in a direction-dependent manner by the external ear (Musicant et al. 1990; . When tested with pure tones, DCN principal cells in cats exhibit type IV unit response properties. Type IV units are excited by low-level tones at their best frequency (BF) but are inhibited by high-level tones at nearly all frequencies (Young and Brownell 1976; Spirou and Young 1991) . Despite the prevalence of inhibitory responses to tones, type IV units are excited by broadband noise. Inhibition is restored by adding a notch to the broadband spectrum at BF (Spirou and Young 1991; Nelken and Young 1994) . This unusual sensitivity to notches suggests that the DCN is involved in early analysis of sound source location. Consistent with this interpretation, lesioning the output pathway of the DCN causes cats to display poorly directed sound orientation behaviors (Sutherland et al. 1998; May 2000) .
The traditional conceptual model of the DCN (Fig. 1A; Nelken and Young 1994) suggests that type IV unit responses to sound are shaped by inputs from two inhibitory interneurons: type II units and wideband inhibitors (WBIs). Type II units, thought to be vertical cells in the DCN, receive auditory nerve inputs (horizontal line) from fibers with BFs matched closely to that of type IV units and inhibit type IV units to narrowband stimuli (Young 1980; Voigt and Young 1990) . The WBIs, thought to be onset-C neurons in the ventral cochlear nucleus, receive auditory nerve inputs over a wide BF range, on the order of three octaves wide, and inhibit type IV (and type II) units to wideband stimuli (Nelken and Young 1994; Winter and Palmer 1995; Jiang et al. 1996; Palmer et al. 1996) . Thus, it has been hypothesized that WBIs, with wide input bandwidths and narrow output projections (WINO WBIs), are primarily responsible for inhibiting type IV units in response to stimuli with spectral notches.
In support of this hypothesis, an early computational model of the DCN, based on the above conceptual model, found that a source of wideband inhibition is required to account for the notch noise responses of type IV units; inhibition from type II units alone is insufficient for this purpose (Hancock and Voigt 1999) . Figure 1B demonstrates the extent to which this model with WINO WBIs can account quantitatively for principal cell responses to BFcentered notches as a function of notch width (inset). In this figure, the dashed line shows the discharge rate vs. notch edge frequency curve derived from a type IV unit's responses to notch-noise stimuli (frequency-scaled data from Spirou and Young 1991), and the solid line represents the best fit (least squares) of the model. Note that each response is plotted twice: once at the falling edge and once at the rising edge of a notch. Like the type IV unit, the model principal cell shows a strong excitatory response when the falling and rising edges of the notch are both at 5 kHz (i.e., the stimulus is broadband noise) and then exhibits progressively weaker responses as the notch widens. For notch widths greater than 1 kHz (inset), including notches one-octave wide (vertical arrow), both the type IV unit and the model principal cell are inhibited; this inhibitory response is stronger for narrower notches but weakens with increasing notch width.
Recent physiological and modeling results, however, call into question a central role for the WBI in shaping the notch sensitivity of type IV units (Reiss and Young 2005) . Figure 1C shows the notch-noise responses of two onset-C units, the putative WBIs, to notches of varying width (different line types) whose centers have been swept from about one octave below to one octave above unit BF (inset). Onset-C units give strong excitatory responses to notches centered well away from BF, but exhibit weak responses when the notch is centered on BF. The response rate at BF decreases with increasing notch width and becomes zero for some units for notches one octave wide (thick solid lines). This strong rate modulation suggests that the integration bandwidth of onset-C units is much smaller than three octaves and thus that the WBI is an unsuitable candidate to produce inhibition in type IV units in response to wide spectral notches. Indeed, when all WBI cells in the model of Hancock and Voigt are remodeled to be narrow-input narrow-output Voigt (1999) to data derived from a type IV unit's responses to notch noise; in this model, all WBI cells had wide integration bandwidths. Notches were centered on unit BF and increased in width (inset). Responses are plotted at both the falling and rising edge frequency of the notch. Gray bar: spontaneous rate of type IV unit. Arrow: simulated and real type IV units were inhibited by a one-octave-wide notch centered on unit BF. C Responses of two onset-C units, thought to be the neural correlates of the WBI, to notch noise sweeps (inset) plotted versus notch center frequency. Different line types indicate different notch widths in octaves. Note that some onset-C units are unresponsive to oneoctave-wide notches centered on unit BF. D Comparison of simulated and averaged low-rate type IV unit responses to a oneoctave-wide notch noise sweep plotted versus notch center frequency; in this model, all WBI cells had narrow integration bandwidths. Arrow: simulated response failed to show inhibition to a one-octavewide notch centered on unit BF. C and D modified from Reiss and Young (2005) .
(NINO) cells, model principal cells (solid line in Fig. 1D ), unlike type IV units (dashed line), are not inhibited by one-octave wide notches centered at unit BF (arrow). These results suggest the need to add a new component to the DCN model. The goal of the present study was to test further whether the two-inhibitor model of the DCN, in particular the WBI, is able to account fully for the notch sensitivity of type IV units. The model of DCN type IV units developed by Hancock and Voigt (1999) as modified by Reiss and Young (2005) served as the baseline. In particular, the bandwidth of auditory nerve fiber input to the W-cells was fixed and narrow. The bandwidth of the projections from WBI to principal cells was then increased consistent with anatomical studies suggesting that single onset-C units innervate one third or more of the mediolateral extent (tonotopic axis) of the DCN (Oertel et al. 1990; Doucet and Ryugo 1997; Arnott et al. 2004) . Given the frequency organization of the DCN (Spirou et al. 1993) , this suggests that the output bandwidths of WBI cells are at least one octave wide. The results show that WBI cells with wide output bandwidths are able to produce strong inhibition in model principal cells for wide notch widths (without adversely affecting the responses of model cells to other basic stimuli). The results thus suggest that WBIs, in narrow-input wide-output (NIWO) form, are sufficient to account for the notch sensitivity of type IV units.
METHODS

Organization of the DCN model
The current computational model of the DCN ( Fig. 2A) is based on the model developed by Hancock and Voigt (1999) as modified by Reiss and Young (2005) . It consists of five cell groups arranged into 1,000 isofrequency slices evenly spaced on a logarithmic scale from 1.25 to 40 kHz. Figure 2A shows the connections among the model cell groups within a single frequency slice, where P-cells represent DCN principal cells (type IV units), I2-cells represent inhibitory interneurons with type II properties, and W-cells represent the wideband inhibitor. Model auditory nerve (AN) fibers excite the W-, I2-, and Pcells, W-cells inhibit both I2-and P-cells, and I2-cells inhibit P-cells. In addition to their sound-driven inputs, P-cells also receive inputs from nonspecific afferents (NSA), which provide spontaneous excitatory drive. This source is meant to account for the fact that DCN neurons remain spontaneously active after the cochlea is ablated (Koerber et al. 1966) and is modeled as a Poisson process with an intensity of 3,000 spikes/s.
The convergence from one model cell population onto another population is specified by three parameters. For generic source ("A") and target ("B") populations, each target cell "B" (e.g., a P-cell) receives N inputs from source cells "A" (e.g., I2-cells). These N A→B inputs are drawn randomly from a bandwidth, BW A→B , octaves wide. The center frequency of this band is displaced by C A→B octaves from the BF of the target cell.
Auditory nerve model
AN fibers are based on the auditory nerve model described by Carney (1993) as modified by Zhang et al. (2001) , Bruce et al. (2003) , and Zilany and Bruce (2006) . This model is valid over a wide range of frequencies and intensities spanning the dynamic range of hearing in cats. The model contains several sections, each of which provides a phenomenological description of a different part of the peripheral auditory system. Briefly, the model includes a middle ear filter (to set the minimum AN fiber threshold as a function of frequency), two signal-path filters (one of 
Neuron model
The neuromime (Fig. 2B) of MacGregor (1987) is used to model the cell membranes of individual cochlear nucleus cells. This model contains a number of parallel branches representing a membrane's capacitance, resting conductance, potassium channel, and synaptic inputs; no sodium channel is included because details related to action potential generation are omitted to reduce computation time. There is one synaptic branch for each population from which a cell draws input, where the sign of the reversal potential determines whether the connection is excitatory (ex) or inhibitory (in). In response to input spikes, synaptic conductances undergo a step increase δ A→B and exponential decay with a time constant τ A→B . Model cell spike times are recorded when a cell's membrane potential (V m ) exceeds its threshold (θ). Afterwards, the potassium conductance is activated to instill a refractory period (an absolute dead-time of 0.7 ms is enforced). The following three equations describe the neuromime model:
and b k and τ k are the step size and time constant, respectively, of the potassium conductance change after a spike S occurs. For target cell B, the variable conductance change that represents the cumulative effect of synaptic activity by cells in population A is described by the following equation:
where W i are synaptic weights and S Ai are the input spikes. The synaptic weighting function W i is uniformly distributed (W i =1) for all connections except for the AN fiber-W cell connection for which it is Gaussian-distributed (see below for details). This set of first-order differential equations is solved numerically using an exponential integration scheme (MacGregor 1987) , where derivatives are assumed to be constant over each 0.1 ms time step, and exact solutions are used to update the state variables.
Parameter values
The parameters that specify the model fall into two groups: intrinsic and connection parameters. Four intrinsic parameters (τ m , θ, b K , and τ K ) describe the membrane properties of a particular cell. Intracellular recordings in slice preparations have identified the membrane characteristics of many cochlear nucleus neuronal types (e.g., Manis 1990). Some of these properties have been confirmed in vivo (e.g., Hancock and Voigt 2002). The intrinsic parameter set determines the threshold sound pressure level (SPL) and the maximum steady-state firing rate of a model cell, but has little effect on a cell's spectral response characteristics (i.e., the rates between these limits; Hancock and Voigt 1999) that are the focus of this paper. The values used in this study (Table 1) are the same as those used by Hancock and Voigt (1999) , except for slight differences in the θ and b k values for the W-cells. The θ parameter, in particular, is slightly higher than in the prior study to ensure that no W-cell at any frequency has a threshold below 0 dB spectrum level (SL) in response to a one-octave wide notchnoise stimulus logarithmically centered at its BF. Five connection parameters (C A→B , BW A→B , N A→B , δ A→B , and τ A→B ) describe the connectivity within the network, and have the greatest effect on the spectral sensitivity of model cochlear nucleus cells. The values Intrinsic parameters (Table 2 ) are essentially the same as those used by Hancock and Voigt (1999) as modified by Reiss and Young (2005) . In particular, the center of the W-cell input to an I-cell (C W→I2 ) is offset by +0.3 octaves (rather than 0 octaves) to account for the asymmetric response of type II units to notch-noise sweeps (Reiss and Young 2005) , and the center of the I2-cell input to a P-cell is offset by −0.1 octaves (rather than 0 octaves) to account for the asymmetric pattern of tonal inhibition of type IV units (Spirou and Young 1991) . Together, these changes suggest that C W→P be offset by +0.2 octaves. In addition, the synaptic weighting function for the AN-fiber input to a W-cell (W AN→W ) is Gaussian distributed (rather than uniformly distributed) such that the average δ AN→W is 0.05, but that the largest weights are concentrated near a W-cell's BF. Weights are computed according to the following equation:
where i equals 1 to N AN!W , N 0; 2 is a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a variance of σ 2 octaves, BW is 2.5 octaves, and x i equals the octave ratio of the BF of the ith AN-fiber input and the BF of the W-cell target (i.e., log 2 (BF ANi /BF W )). The effective bandwidth of AN-fiber input to the W-cells (BW AN→W ) was defined to be 2σ.
Simulation protocol and data analysis
All test stimuli, including tones, noise, notch noise, and noise bands were 200 ms in duration, gated on and off using a raised cosine ramp with 5 ms rise/fall times and presented once per 400 ms. Noise spectra were defined in the frequency domain, each with a 49-kHz bandwidth and converted to time domain pressure waveforms by taking the inverse Fourier transform (at a sampling rate of 500 kHz as required by the auditory nerve model). Notch-noise spectra had infinite edge slopes and notch depths; noise band spectra had complementary shapes. Rate-level data were obtained by sweeping the level of BF tones or broadband noise bursts over an 80-dB range in 1-dB steps. Frequency response maps were created by sweeping the frequency of tone bursts over a three-octave range centered on unit BF. These frequency sweeps were presented at multiple levels, ranging from~10 dB below to~50 dB above threshold. Each frequency-intensity combination was presented once. Notch-noise and noise band sweep series consisted of 91 stimuli with logarithmically constant notch or band widths (0.5 or 1 octaves wide) and center frequencies ranging from 1.5 octaves below to 1.5 octaves above unit BF in 0.033 octave steps. Notch widening data were obtained by presenting notches arithmetically centered on unit BF and increasing the notch width in 1-kHz steps. All notch-noise and noise band stimuli were presented at a pass-band spectrum level of 0 dB (~47 dB SPL for signals with a 49-kHz bandwidth).
In all simulations, the effective AN-fiber input bandwidth of the W-cells (BW AN→W ) was fixed and narrow (0.83 octaves; σ=0.42 octaves) to ensure that W-cell responses were 100% modulated by one-octave wide notch sweeps (Reiss and Young 2005) . To examine the effect of W-cell output bandwidth on I2 and P-cell response properties, the bandwidths of the W-I2 and W-P cell connections (BW W→I2 and BW W→P ) were (co)varied from 0.1 to 3.0 octaves in steps of 0.5 octaves, and the strength of the W-P cell connection (δ W→P ) was varied from 0 to 1.2 in increments of 0.2.
The responses elicited by test stimuli are described in terms of average rates. Stimulus-evoked firing rates were computed as the average firing rate over the last 160 ms of the stimulus-on period to reflect steady-state responses. Spontaneous rates were computed as the average firing rate over the last 100 ms of the stimulusoff period. All data were smoothed with a three-point triangular moving window filter (with coefficients of 1/4, 1/2, 1/4) to reduce noise.
RESULTS
The primary objective of the present modeling study was to test whether W-cells with narrow input bandwidths but wide output bandwidths could produce strong inhibition in P-cells for wide notches centered near unit BF. The responses of P-cells to other stimuli, including tones, broadband noise, notch noise, and noise bands, were then simulated to explore whether this version of the two-inhibitor model can replicate the known physiology of DCN type IV units. 
Effects of W-cell output bandwidth on DCN unit notch-noise responses
In all of the simulations described in this study, model W-cells received AN-fiber inputs over a 2.5-octave range, but the inputs were Gaussian-weighted such that the effective input bandwidth (defined here to be 2σ) was limited to 0.83 octaves. The response properties of a representative (12 kHz) W-cell are shown in Fig. 3 . The rate versus level curves in Fig. 3A show that all W-cells lacked spontaneous activity and responded better to broadband noise (solid line) than to BF tones (dashed line). That is, W-cells had slightly lower thresholds, showed steeper rate-level curves, and achieved higher discharge rates to noise than to tones. In response to notch noise sweeps (Fig. 3B ) at 0 dB SL (~47 dB SPL), W-cells showed strong excitatory responses for notches located remote from BF, and weak responses when the notch was centered on unit BF. Also note that the responses were smaller for wide notch widths (one octave wide; solid line) than for narrow notch widths (0.5 octaves wide; dashed line). The electrical threshold of W-cells (Table 1 ) was set to ensure that W-cells at all frequencies (the lowest AN-fiber thresholds occur around 9 kHz) showed a 100% rate modulation for one octave wide notch sweeps at 0 dB SL. Figure 4 illustrates how inhibition from W-cells shapes I2-cell responses to one-octave wide notch noise sweeps. The third panel of this figure (Fig. 4C) shows the responses of the 12-kHz I2-cell, and the first two panels show the total combined activity of the populations of excitatory AN fiber (Fig. 4A) and inhibitory W-cell inputs (Fig. 4B ) that contact this single I2-cell. The different line types in panels 4b and 4c show the effects of increasing the output bandwidth of the W-cells on the cumulative W-cell input and I2-cell output, respectively. The strong rate modulation of the cumulative AN-fiber response (Fig. 4A ) by notch center frequency reflects the facts that each AN fiber in the population is narrowly tuned, and the bandwidth of the AN-I2 cell connection is limited to 0.4 octaves. Similarly, when the bandwidth of the W-I2 cell connection was tightly bandlimited (0.1 octaves), the cumulative W-cell response (solid line, Fig. 4B ) resembled that of a single W-cell (e.g., Fig. 3B ). In particular, the cumulative W-cell response was 100% modulated by notch center frequency. Note that the BF of the W-cell input to an I2-cell was offset from that of the AN-fiber BF by +0.3 octaves, as suggested by Reiss and Young (2005) . This offset endowed I2-cells with an asymmetric response to notch-noise stimuli with a peak response rate for notches centered~0.5 octave above BF (solid line; Fig. 4C ), which is the response pattern exhibited by type II units in the DCN (Reiss and Young 2005) .
As the bandwidth of the W-I2 cell connection was increased from 0.1 to three octaves, the cumulative Wcell input to the I2-cell became progressively less modulated ( Fig. 4B ; heavy solid line). Discharge rates decreased for notch center frequencies remote from the BF of the I2-cell because some W-cells inputs to the I2-cell had their BFs at those frequencies and thus were unresponsive, whereas the discharge rate for notch frequencies around the I2-cell BF increased because remote W-cell inputs were responding strongly. In turn, the I2-cell response ( Fig. 4C ; heavy solid line) increased for notch frequencies remote to its BF and decreased for notch center frequencies nearer to its BF, including those that elicited the peak response rate. I2-cell responses for notch center frequencies at unit BF were unchanged because the cell was already unresponsive to those stimuli. Importantly, due to the facts that the center of the W-cell input is displaced relative to the BF of its I2-cell target, and the cumulative W-cell response retained some rate modulation to notch frequency, the I2-cell response remained asymmetric like that of type II units for increasing W-I2 cell bandwidth. Figure 5 shows the effects of inhibition from Wcells on P-cell responses to notch-noise sweeps when the W cell output bandwidth was narrow (0.1 octaves). Figure 5A shows the cumulative discharge rates in response to a one-octave wide notch noise sweep of the populations of excitatory AN-fiber (solid line), and inhibitory I2 (dashed line) and W-cell inputs (heavy solid line) that contact a single P-cell, and Fig. 5B shows the response of the target 12 kHz P-cell. Increasing the strength of the W-P cell connection reduces the discharge rate of the P-cell for notch frequencies away from BF, but does not produce inhibition of the P-cell for notches centered at BF (arrow).
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As shown in Fig. 5A , the BF of the I2-cell inputs to the P-cell was offset −0.1 octaves relative to the BF of the AN-fiber inputs, as suggested by the response map data of Spirou and Young (1991) ; therefore, the center of the W-cell input was +0.2 octaves relative to BF of the P-cell. Note that the cumulative inhibitory I2 and W-cell inputs to the P-cell were zero at the BF of the P-cell. The solid line in Fig. 5B shows the response of the P-cell to its excitatory AN fiber and inhibitory I2-cell inputs without W-cell input (i.e., the strength of the W-P cell connection was set to zero). As a function of notch center frequency, the P-cell showed a small decrease in rates, a slightly asymmetric rate peak for notches centered~0.5 octave below BF, a plateau, a rate trough for notches centered~0.5 octave above BF, and then a large increase in rates. The peak and trough features of this response, including the shape of the peak (which can be made more asymmetric by increasing the I2-P connection bandwidth to decrease the rising slope of the peak or decreasing the AN-P bandwidth to increase the falling slope of the peak), are observed in type IV unit responses (Reiss and Young 2005) . The rate increases for notches remote to BF were not observed in type IV units; however, this discrepancy can be readily explained. Rates at these remote notch locations must approach that of broadband noise at that stimulus level; most units recorded by Reiss and Young were weakly inhibited by noise, whereas the model cells were strongly excited by noise (see Fig. 8D ) as is more typical of type IV units (Young and Brownell 1976) . Importantly, for notches centered near BF, the P-cell showed no driven activity (arrow), whereas type IV units nearly always show inhibition. Adding inhibitory inputs from the W-cells reduced the discharge rates of the P-cell at many notch frequencies (dashed lines), particularly those remote to BF, but did not produce P-cell inhibition at notch frequencies near BF because the W-cells were not excited by these stimuli.
The effects of increasing the output bandwidth of W-cells on P-cell responses to notch noise sweeps is shown in Fig. 6 . Each of the first three panels (Figs. 6A-C) shows the responses of the 12-kHz P-cell as a function of the bandwidth of the W-P cell connection at a fixed W-P cell strength. In Fig. 6A , the strength of the W-P connection is set to zero, so that all of the changes can be attributed to the indirect effects of the W-cells on the I2-cell inputs to this model P-cell (recall that the W-I2 and W-P cell output bandwidths covary). Note that for a W-P cell bandwidth of 0.1 octaves, the P-cell (solid line) shows a rate peak for notches located below BF, a rate trough for notches located above BF, and no driven activity for notches near BF (arrow). When the bandwidth of the W-P cell connection increases to three octaves (heavy solid line), the P-cell response to notches remote to BF decreases because of the increased activity of the I2-cell inputs to this cell (see Fig. 4C ), but the response at BF is essentially unchanged. Adding inhibitory inputs from the Wcells at an intermediate strength (δ W-P =0.6; Fig. 6B ) increases further the inhibition of P-cell responses to notches remote to BF, but also inhibits the P-cell to notches centered on BF (arrow). With increasing strength of the W-P cell connection (Fig. 6C) , the inhibition at BF can be made to be complete. Figure 6D summarizes the effects of inhibition from W-cell inputs to P-cells as a function of W-P cell bandwidth and synaptic strength. To create this figure, P-cell responses to one-octave wide notch sweeps were obtained for a variety of W-P cell connection bandwidths (0.1 to three octaves in 0.5-octave steps) and W-P cell synaptic strengths (0 to 1.2 in 0.1 steps). The percent inhibition at BF was measured and averaged across the six P-cells from 9 to 14 kHz in 1-kHz steps. The final results were then smoothed with a spatial filter and contours of equal percent inhibition labeled. The results show that for W-P cell connection bandwidths below about 0.5 octaves, and W-P cell synaptic strengths below 0.2, Wcells are unable to inhibit P-cells for notches centered on BF. However, for wider W-P cell bandwidths and stronger W-P cell synaptic strengths, W-cells in narrow-input wide-output form are sufficient to inhibit P-cells to a desired percent inhibition.
The results above demonstrate that the model does not reproduce qualitatively typical type IV unit responses to one-octave wide notches centered on BF when the WBIs have a narrow output bandwidth (NINO model), but does show appropriate responses when the WBIs have a wide output bandwidth (NIWO model). This is put on a more quantitative basis and extended to other notch widths in Fig. 7 , which shows a plot of discharge rate as a function of notch width. The circles shows data derived from a type IV unit in decerebrate cat (BF=13.1 kHz; Spirou and Young 1991), and the lines show the responses of a BFmatched P-cell for two selected W-cell output bandwidths (0.1 vs. 2.2 octaves). The model fits were optimized by adjusting the strength of the W-P connection (δ W→P ) to produce a P-cell which showed similar broadband noise and maximum notch-noise inhibitory responses to that of the type IV unit; the optimal δ W→P was 0.6. All other parameter values were the same as those used before (the base set of values chosen for this study was near to that found to provide an optimal fit to these data by Hancock and Voigt 1999) . Note that the P-cell in the NIWO model (solid line), like the type IV unit (circles), showed excitation for narrow notch widths and inhibition for a wide range of wider notches centered on unit BF (e.g., the arrow indicates the notch approximately one-octave wide). In contrast, the P-cell in the NINO model (dashed line) failed to show inhibitory responses for wider notches.
W-cell effects on DCN unit responses to a variety of simple and complex stimuli
Types II and IV units are characterized by their frequency response maps and responses to broadband noise, and have distinct responses to notch noise and noise band stimuli that contain spectral edges (Young and Brownell 1976; Young and Voigt 1982; Reiss and Young 2005) . Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate the extent to which the two-inhibitor model with W-cells in NIWO form can replicate the known physiology of typical edge-sensitive types II and IV units and how variations in W-cell output bandwidth affect these results. For these simulations, the strength of the W-P cell connection was fixed at 0.6, and the W-cell output bandwidth was either wide (2.2 octaves) or narrow (0.1 octaves). Figures 8A and C show frequency response maps for the 12-kHz I2-and P-cells, respectively. These plots show discharge rate versus frequency functions at a series of sound pressure levels, given as dB SPL values at the right of the plots. Responses when the W-cell output was wideband are shown as solid lines, whereas responses when the W-cell output was narrowband are shown as dashed lines. Excitatory areas (black-filled for the wideband case) are defined as stimulus conditions that elicited responses consistently above the spontaneous rate (SR; horizontal lines), and inhibitory areas (gray filled) are regions of rate below the SR. Vertical bars indicate the units' BF. In the wideband case, I2-cells (Fig. 8A) have a V-shaped excitatory area that widens symmetrically about unit BF with increasing sound level. These units do not show inhibitory responses to pure tones because they lack spontaneous activity. P-cell response maps (Fig. 8C ) display an O-shaped island of excitation around BF threshold that gives way to inhibition at higher sound levels. For this cell, the region of highlevel inhibition is segregated into a central inhibitory area (CIA) and an upper inhibitory sideband (UIS) by an upper excitatory region consisting of excitatory responses to a narrow range of frequencies above BF.
When the output bandwidth of the inhibitory Wcells was narrowed, W-cell activity increased for tones above the BF of the I2-and P-cells and decreased for tones below their BF (recall that the center of the Wcell input to these cell types is offset by +0.3 and +0.2 octaves, respectively). Consequently, the I2-cell map ( Fig. 8A; dashed lines) shifted towards lower frequencies at higher sound levels. A similar change in the Pcell response map was not observed ( Fig. 8C; dashed  line) ; rather, the opposite was observed. That is, the net effect on the P-cell response map was an increase in response rate at, and above, its BF and a decrease A, C Frequency response maps show stimulus-evoked discharge rates plotted against frequency at multiple sound pressure levels (numerical labels at right). Responses when the W-cell output bandwidth was wide (narrow) are shown as solid (dashed) lines; bandwidth was either 2.2 or 0.1 octaves wide. Horizontal lines represent spontaneous rates. Black (gray) regions identify excitatory (inhibitory) response areas when the Wcell output bandwidth was wide. Vertical lines indicate unit BFs. Note that when the output bandwidth of the W-cell was narrowed, the excitatory area of the I2-cell shifted to lower frequencies. In turn, the central inhibitory area of the P-cell shifted to lower frequencies. B, D Discharge rate versus sound level curves for BF-tones and broadband noise. Different line types indicate stimulus type and W-cell output bandwidth. Consistent with the response map data, the I2-cell showed a lower maximum rate to BF tones, and the P-cell showed reduced inhibition at higher stimulus levels when the output bandwidth of the W-cell was narrowed. Noise responses were largely unaffected by manipulations of W-cell output bandwidth.
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in response rate below BF. This is because the features exhibited in P-cell maps are shaped primarily by strong inhibitory inputs from the I2-cells: when the maps of the I2-cells shifted to lower frequencies with increasing sound levels, the CIA in the P-cell map shifted to lower frequencies. The corresponding BF-tone rate-level curves for these I2-and P-cells are shown as the thin lines in Figs. 8B and D, respectively. In the wideband case, the responses of the I2-cell (solid line; Fig. 8B ) climbed rapidly to a maximum and then declined slowly with level. By contrast, the rate-level function of the P-cell was highly nonmonotonic (solid line ; Fig. 8D) ; as level increased, the unit exhibited a rate increase followed by strong inhibition. When the output bandwidth of the W-cells was narrowed, more W-cells were activated by BF tones. As a result, the rate-level curve of the I2-cell (dashed line; Fig. 8B ) showed a lower maximum rate and a steeper decline in rates at higher stimulus levels. In turn, the net (W + I2 cell) effect on the P-cell was an increase in its response rate at higher stimulus levels, although the cell was still inhibited (dashed line; Fig. 8D ).
The noise rate-level curves for the I2-and P-cells as a function of W-cell output bandwidth are shown as thick lines in Figures 8B and D . Regardless of the Wcell output bandwidth, the I2-cell (Fig. 8B) showed weak excitatory responses to noise, whereas the P-cell (Fig. 8D) showed robust excitatory responses. The output bandwidth of the W-cells had little effect on these curves because noise always activated the entire population of W-cells regardless of how they were connected to the other cell types. Figure 9 shows the responses of the I2-and P-cells to notch noise and noise band sweeps; responses of the I2-cell are shown in the left column, and responses of the P-cell are shown in the right column. modulated responses to both notch noise (Fig. 9A ) and noise band sweeps (Fig. 9B) . For both stimulus types, the cell showed its peak response with the falling spectral edge aligned near BF; the stimulus eliciting the peak response for the 0.5 octave notch or band is shown at the top of the plots. In response to notch sweeps (Fig. 9A) , the peak response increased with increasing notch width and decreasing W-cell output bandwidth because both manipulations reduced more selectively the excitatory drive to the above-BF W-cells resulting in greater release from Wcell inhibition. By contrast, the peak response rate to noise bands (Fig. 9B ) was less affected (reduced slightly) by noise band width or W-cell output bandwidth because these stimuli activated excitatory AN-fiber inputs to the I2-cell without activating greatly the excitatory inputs to the inhibitory W-cells.
The responses of the P-cell differed from those of the I2-cell in that peak responses were not seen at falling spectral edges, but rather when rising spectral edges aligned near BF (Figs. 9C and D) ; again, the stimulus eliciting the maximum rate is shown at the top of each plot. For both notch noise and noise band sweeps, the peak rate occurred when the P-cell received its strongest excitatory AN-fiber input opposed by its weakest inhibitory I2-cell input (recall that the center of I2-cell inputs to a P-cell is offset −0.1 octaves relative to the BF of the AN-fiber inputs). In response to notch sweeps (Fig. 9C) , the peak response changed little with increasing notch width because the 0.5-octave-wide notch was sufficient already to reduce almost to zero the excitatory drive to the I2-cells. The effects of decreasing W-cell output bandwidth were twofold: to increase the peak rate (and response rates for other rising edge frequencies remote to BF) and to eliminate the inhibitory response for edge frequencies just above BF when the notch was wide (arrow). The former effect was due to the indirect effects of Wcells decreasing the response of I2-cells (Fig. 9A) , whereas the latter effect resulted from W-cells with narrow output bandwidths being unable to inhibit Pcells for wide notches centered on unit BF. For narrow notches, the W-cell output bandwidth has little effect on edge frequencies just above BF because inhibition from both I2-and W-cells contributes to this inhibitory response. In response to band sweeps (Fig. 9D) , the peak rate of the P-cell increased with increasing band width and decreasing W-cell output bandwidth because of the indirect effects of W-cells reducing slightly the activity of I2-cells ( Fig. 9B ; even small changes in I2-cell activity can have large effects on Pcell activity).
The results in Figs. 8 and 9 replicate well the known physiology of edge-sensitive type II and type IV units, particularly when the output bandwidth of the W-cells is wide. Thus, these results demonstrate that the two-inhibitor model of the DCN, when the W-cells are in NIWO form, is capable of simulating qualitatively the responses of typical DCN cells to sound. To explore further the capabilities of the model with NIWO W-cells, the model was modified in ways consistent with those suggested by Reiss and Young (2005) to test whether it could also account for the responses of their non-edge-sensitive type IV units. Non-edge-sensitive units have been grouped into two main types: notch inhibited units are inhibited by notch noise centered on BF; and notch excited units are excited by notches centered on BF. Figure 10A and B shows the responses of notchinhibited and notch-excited P-cells, respectively, to notch-noise and noise band sweeps. In these simulations, the center of the I2-P cell connection was shifted to 0 octaves to eliminate the release from I2-cell inhibition that causes the rate peak in edgesensitive P-cells. The notch-inhibited P-cell was then created by increasing the W-I2 cell connection strength by a factor of two (to reduce selectively I2-cell responses to wideband stimuli), whereas the notch-excited P-cell was created by decreasing the W-I2 connection strength by a factor of seven (to eliminate in effect W-cells from the circuit). Note that with essentially only its weak W-cell inputs responding to wideband stimuli, the response of the notchinhibited P-cell (Fig. 10A ) resembled nearly that of its AN-fiber inputs; that is, it was inhibited by notches centered at BF and excited by bands at BF (the stimulus eliciting these responses for the 0.5 octave notch or band is shown at the top of the plots). By contrast, the notch-excited unit (Fig. 10B) In the NIWO form of the conceptual model, the restriction on the bandwidth of W-P cell projections was removed so that P-cells received inputs from Wcells over a frequency range up to three octaves wide. This is consistent with anatomical studies suggesting that single onset-C units (or D-stellate cells or radiate neurons), the neural correlates of the WBI, innervate at least one third of the mediolateral aspect (tonotopic axis) of the DCN (Oertel et al. 1990; Doucet and Ryugo 1997; Arnott et al. 2004) . Given the frequency organization of the DCN (Spirou et al. 1993) , this corresponds to a minimum WBI projection bandwidth of about one-two octaves over the mid-frequency range (5-18 kHz) where spectral notches occur (Musicant et al. 1990; . Each of the W-cells in this set of simulations received AN-fiber inputs over an effective bandwidth of 0.83 octaves and showed 100% rate modulation to one-octave-wide notch noise sweeps (Fig. 3B) . The cumulative W-cell input to P-cells, however, became progressively less sensitive to the loss of excitatory drive at any given notch center frequency as the bandwidth of the W-P cell connection increased. In turn, W-cells were able to inhibit progressively more strongly P-cells in response to one-octave wide notch-noise stimuli centered at BF as a function of increasing W-P cell connection bandwidth and strength (Fig. 6) . Clearly, if the stimulus had been suprathreshold for any Wcell, a condition likely to be true in vivo, then the cumulative W-cell inhibitory effects on P-cells would be even stronger at any given output bandwidth.
The effects of increasing the bandwidth of the W-P cell connection on P-cell responses to notch-noise stimuli have not been explored in previous modeling studies. In the study of Hancock and Voigt (1999) , the bandwidth of the W-P cell connection was fixed at 0.1 octaves. It was not necessary to alter this parameter to fit type IV unit notch noise data because the W-cells received AN-fiber inputs over a sufficiently wide frequency range (≥1.75 octaves) so as not to show 100% rate modulation for wide notches (WINO model). Reiss and Young (2005) also limited the W-P bandwidth to 0.1 octaves. Although this restriction eventually led to problems simulating type IV unit responses to notches, it was likely motivated, in part, by parsimony. That is, it was found that to reproduce most directly the asymmetric response of type II units to notch-noise stimuli required a strong WBI rate modulation and an assumed +0.3 octave offset of the BF of the W-cell inputs relative to that of the I2-cell. Given that it would be unlikely for onset-C units to make tonotopic projections to type II units but contact near by type IV units over a wide frequency range, the W-P cell bandwidth was also constrained.
The results in this study show that increasing the bandwidth of the W-I2 projection does not change the basic asymmetry of the I2-cell response to notch-noise stimuli (Fig. 4C) because the cumulative W-cell response retains some rate modulation even at the widest bandwidths tested, and the center frequency of the cumulative W-cell activity remains above BF (as long as the bandwidth expansion is symmetric).
The NIWO model, which accurately reproduces WBI unit sensitivity to notches, is very similar to the original WINO model of Hancock and Voigt (1999) in its ability to account for type IV unit responses to stimuli with sharp spectral features like notches and peaks. Although the NIWO model was not fit (least squares) to type IV unit notch widening data, the plots of discharge rate as a function of notch edge frequency show that the results from the two models overlap one another in addition to overlapping the experimental data (WINO: Fig 1B; NIWO: Fig. 7) . The presence of wideband inhibition in both models also qualitatively accounts for some type IV response frequency map properties, including a weak upper excitatory region and the emergence of an upper inhibitory sideband ( Fig. 8C ; Hancock and Voigt 1999; Reed and Blum 1997) . These results are perhaps not surprising given that the two models can be thought of as logically equivalent. In the WINO model, P-cells are inhibited by W-cells which sum auditory nerve input over a wide frequency range and thus are relatively insensitive to sharp spectral features. In the NIWO model, individual W-cells are sensitive to notches or peaks at their own BF, but P-cells are inhibited by the summed activity of W-cells across frequency, and this summed activity is insensitive to sharp spectral features.
The results of the present modeling study suggest that WBIs, in NIWO form, are capable of accounting fully for the notch sensitivity of type IV units. In this study, all of the W-cells had an effective auditory nerve integration bandwidth of 0.83 octaves, and the W-P cell projections were either uniform or Gaussian distributed. With regard to the integration bandwidth, the narrow effective input range of the W-cells is consistent with prior physiological studies showing that onset-C units receive a heavy frequency weighting for stimuli in the region of unit BF Palmer et al. 1996; Reiss and Young 2005) . However, it should be noted that not all (one out of two) onset-C units show 100% modulation to one-octave-wide notch sweeps suggesting that the effective bandwidth of auditory nerve input to some onset-C units is greater than 0.83 octaves (Reiss and Young 2005; Fig. 1C) . It is known that W-cells with wider integration bandwidths are capable of shaping P-cell notch sensitivity (Hancock and Voigt 1999) . With regard to the W-P cell projection, it is known that the axons of onset-C units ramify widely in the DCN (Oertel et al. 1990; Doucet and Ryugo 1997; Arnott et al. 2004 ), but the pattern of effective WBI input to type IV units is unknown. As more detailed information about the projections to and from WBI units becomes known, refining both the conceptual and computational models of the DCN will be possible.
